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Introduction / Background 
KHOA is in charge of S-101 FC (Feature Catalogue) management to enhance the S-100/10X stability and 
prosperity. This paper is a report of S-101 FC creation following the S-101 Product Specification and DCEG 1.0.0 
version after the S-100WG3 and TSM6 meetings. 
 

Analysis/Discussion 
History of S-10X Feature Catalogue and S-100 FCB  
For the S-100 standard activation and application, KHOA started to take charge of the S-101 FC creation and 
management. At the TSM6 meeting in 2018, KHOA reported the new version of S-101 FC based on the S-101 
DCEG made at July 2018 version. After the TSM6, KHOA revised and modified the S-101 FC following the TSM6 
participant’s review. KHOA circulated S-101 FC to S-100WG stakeholders and developers and received 
approximately 30 review e-mail (including around 120 points of opinion) since October 2018. KHOA corrected 
around 100 points which is error of S-101 FC. 

As S-101 DCEG has been revised at November 2018, KHOA re-created S-101 FC again and found that various 
feature of association multiplicity value has been changed at this period. The S-101 FC was also produced with 
the contents of S-100 Ed. 4.0.0 in order to cope with the publication of the S-100 standard 4.0.0. In this paper, the 
discrepancies in the DCEG documents found during this S-101 FC creation process will be reported. 
 
Binding problem for All Geo Features 

 
Figure 1. Text placement (Information type) 

 
In the current S-101 DCEG document, the information type to be bound to All Geo Feature is defined as shown in 
Figure 1. However there is no text for binding information of geo-type features to Text placement shown as Figure 
2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Vessel traffic service area (Feature type) 

 



In this case, it is necessary to discuss whether to bind text placement to all features at the time of S-101 FC 
production, or whether to bind only the item that binds text placement on feature page. In the case of Nautical 
information among information types, all Geo Feature is labeled as shown in Figure 3. However, since Nautical 
information is bound only to specific Feature pages, there is no uniformity in DCEG. 

 
Figure 3. Text placement (Information type) 

 

 
Figure 4. Text placement (Information type) 

 
Both ways of Feature’s feature association 

 
Figure 5. Feature association (between light all around and light sectored) 

 
On the left side of Figure 5, Light all around is bound to both ways as it can be equipment. However on the right 
side of Figure 5, light sectored has just one way binding even if this can have both ways. It seems like a 
discrepancy of S-101 DCEG document. 
 
Needs for S-100 FCB improvement 
 



 
Figure 6. Feature association (traffic separation scheme) 

In the case of the S-101 DCEG developed in the past, there is no case where the feature association is 
duplicated like traffic separation scheme. However as shown in Figure 6, some features are bound for complex 
times. 
The current S-100 FCB checks for duplicate functions and prevents input, so this function of S-100 FCB should 
be fixed. 
 
Nees for DCEG document structure revision 

 
Figure 7. Information-Feature association (contact details) 

 
When the feature has association with information, feature can bound information but information cannot bound 
feature as information is non-geospatial type. The present S-101 DCEG has information such as information 
bound to feature. The red highlighted part should be deleted shown in Figure 7. 
 

 

Conclusions 
The S-101 FC has been created according to the revised S-101 DCEG documents since the last S-100WG3 and 
TSM6, and reported on the improvement needs identified in the process. After reviewing the results of the S-101 
FC creation through the S-100WG4, KHOA is planning to release the S-101 FC 1.0.0 official version in May 2019. 
 
 

Recommendations 
Request review by S-100WG4 participants. 
 
 
Action Required of S-100WG 
The S-100WG4 is invited to: 

a. Note this paper 


